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Abstract—In this paper, we show how short-circuits on FPGAs
can be caused by partial runtime reconfiguration. Short-circuit
can even occur on FPGAs that do not offer any tristate resources
just by using off the shelf vendor tools without any bitstream
manipulation. The duration of the here presented short-circuits
ranges from short spikes up to persistent short-circuits that
remain active during runtime. Short-circuits will result in in-
creased current consumption and can thus harm the system
and must therefore be prevented. An algorithm is derived that
detects whether configuration data will cause short-circuits. We
implemented this algorithm in a bitstream scanner that can also
be used in systems at runtime.

I. INTRODUCTION

In typical system on chip designs, multiple modules are
connected to a shared bus. On older FPGAs, buses could
be implemented with internal tristate buffers. Then, modules
may only drive their outputs to the bus, if granted by an
arbiter. If the bus is not granted to the module, the modules
output is high impedance. If the tristate drivers of two modules
drive different logic values to the bus at the same time, a
short-circuit occurs. Such short-circuits result in a current
increase that may locally drop the supply voltage levels
which may then increase propagation delays, change signal
states, or heat up the device. Furthermore, the current can
be orders of magnitude higher when operating under short-
circuit conditions. This has therefore strong impact on the
reliability of the FPGA that can be affected by effects such
as electron migration. Throughout this paper, we will point
out that present FPGA architectures are vulnerable to short-
circuits. To overcome this issue, we present techniques for
detecting and preventing short-circuits that can be directly
provided by the FPGA-based system itself.

The possibility of connecting multiple drivers to the same
wire resource of the FPGA fabric was examined in [1]. In
that work, the shared column feature of the Altera Flex 8000
family was used to generate short-circuits. The shared column
feature allows multiple logic cells to drive a shared column
interconnect wire resource via pass transistors. In recent
FPGAs such as Spartan-3 routing resources are not shared,
as single driver wires turned to be out more beneficial [2].
Latest FPGAs from the vendor Xilinx offer tristate buffers only
for the external I/O pins while the on-chip routing resources
are completely unidirectional. Despite the absence of tristate
buffers, short-circuits in the routing fabric of recent Xilinx
FPGAs like Spartan-3 still may occur. Here, the multiplexer
based implementation of switch matrices allows to connect
more than one driver to a wire at the same time. Short-
circuits can lead to unexpected system behavior and offer
therewith a possibility to attack systems which use partial
runtime reconfiguration.

This paper will outline the format of configuration data
bitstreams in Section II. Next, in Section III, we will reveal
information about the configuration data that configures the
switch matrices and show in Section IV how a configuration
can lead to different classes of short-circuits. In Section V,
we will discuss the impact of short-circuits while Section VI
outlines possibilities of preventing short circuits. Section VII
will finally conclude this paper.

II. CONFIGUATION DATA FORMAT OF VIRTEX-II AND

SPARTAN-3 FPGAS

The functionality of FPGAs is controlled by a configuration
bitstream, organized as a number of consecutive frames. Each
frame is one bit wide and configures parts of the resources
available in a column that spans over the full height of an
FPGA. Only several frames grouped together configure a
whole column of e.g. configurable logic blocks, block rams
or I/O tiles. For configuration, firstly a frame f is written
sequentially into a frame buffer register called frame data input
register. In a second step, the same frame f is written from the
frame buffer register into the configuration SRAM cells of the
FPGA fabric while concurrently the next frame g is written
to the frame buffer register. Hence, configuration is done in a
pipelined and consecutive manner. The configuration memory
is organized in frames as well and frames are the smallest
atomic piece of configuration data that can be written to or
read from configuration memory.

The frame order in bitstreams is outlined in [3] and depicted
in Figure 1. However, detailed information e.g., on how
to configure a particular routing or logic resource inside a
configurable logic block is omitted in the documentation.
In case of Xilinx Virtex-II FPGAs, the first frames of a
bitstream configure global clock resources. These frames are
followed by frames that configure the I/O tiles on the very
left of the FPGA. Afterwards, the bitstream contains frames
that configure columns of configurable logic blocks (CLBs),
whereas each of these frames contains configuration data for
the I/O tiles on the bottom and top of the FPGA. After that,
frames for the I/O tiles on the very right of the FPGA succeed
followed firstly by frames configuring the block ram (BRAM)
and finally by frames configuring the BRAM interconnections.
The configuration data for Spartan-3 FPGAs is basically the
same but with a different number of frames for the particular
resources.

In this work, frames for configurable logic blocks are
of particular interest. For Virtex-II FPGAs, one column of
configurable logic blocks is configured by 22 consecutive
frames. As illustrated in Figure 2, each frame starts with
twelve bytes configuring parts of the top I/O tile followed
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by fh ·10 bytes of data configuring parts of each configurable
logic block in the column. Here, fh refers to the height of the
FPGA given in terms of configurable logic blocks per column.
The frame is closed by again twelve bytes for configuring parts
of the bottom I/O tile. A column of configurable logic blocks
is completely configured after writing 22 frames.

A switch matrix of a Virtex-II CLB is based on roughly
300 configurable multiplexers that can select from about 450
different inputs. The set of inputs and outputs are not disjoint,
i.e., some multiplexer outputs are also connected to the switch
matrix as inputs. Each multiplexer is controlled by an exclusive
set of configuration bits and different multiplexers do not share
the same configuration bits. The bitstream format is identical
for each CLB of the FPGA fabric and the configuration data
is strictly separated in dedicated data items for each CLB.
Respectively, the same holds for the configuration of block
RAMs. While all Virtex-II FPGAs provide an identical switch
matrix layout for all devices of the Virtex-II family, we found
that the available routing resources differ among the devices
of the Spartan-3 family. The lion’s share of the frame data
of a CLB configures the multiplexer settings of the switch
matrix and only a small portion of data is used for lookup
table functions and slice internal multiplexer settings [5].

III. SWITCH MATRIX ENCODING

For each switch matrix output, a multiplexer controls which
input is connected to the output. Setting the select signals
for a multiplexer is achieved by setting the corresponding
configuration bits within one or several frames1. In depth
analysis of bitstreams revealed that two multiplexers never
share common configuration bits and that configuration bits
for one multiplexer might be spread over several frames. The
number of configuration bits for a particular switch matrix
multiplexer varies according to its number of inputs. Most

1These configuration bits are not documented for present Xilinx FPGAs.
However, this information has been automatically obtained by generating
test designs for all switch matrix multiplexers that have been sequentially
configured to all possible input combinations. These permutations are provided
by Xilinx via device descriptions in a proprietary language, called Xilinx
Design Language [6]. The resulting bitstreams have been analyzed with the
command line tool bitscan, which is included in the ReCoBus-Builder tool
suite [7]. As a result, all switch matrix encodings have been generated and
made accessible via an API, which has similarities with JBits [8]. As opposed
to JBits, our API can optionally provide detailed information about the switch
matrix multiplexer encodings within the configuration bitstream.
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Fig. 1. Frame order within the configuration bitstreams of Xilinx Virtex-II
FPGAs [3]. The configuration data for the logic, block RAMs, and the block
RAM routing is separated in dedicated sections of the bitstream.
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Fig. 2. Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA example with 25 CLBs surrounded by I/O
tiles. The inner columns consist of 22 configuration frames, while each frame
contains 12 + fh · 10 + 12 bytes of data (see [4] for more details on the
structure of Xilinx configuration bitstreams).
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Fig. 3. A multiplexer with |gc| · |gr| = 3 · 4 = 12 inputs controlled by two
1-hot codes as select signals. The upper left input is connected to the output.

multiplexer settings for Virtex-II FPGAs are coded using a
2-hot coding scheme (a one 2-code is a binary code with
exactly two bits set to one, e.g. ′100 0001′), while only a few
multiplexers use 1-hot or 3-hot codes. For Spartan-3 FPGAs,
all multiplexers are coded with 1-hot or 3-hot codes, while
only the clock input multiplexers for slices are coded by a
2-hot code.

The configuration bits for a multiplexer with a 2-hot en-
coded select signal can be divided into two disjoint groups
gc and gr, so that the 2-hot code results in two 1-hot codes.
It is assumed that the switch matrix multiplexers in Xilinx
Virtex-II and Spartan-3 FPGAs are implemented with pass
transistors that are directly controlled by configuration SRAM
cells. See [9] for more details on the implementation of
FPGA switch matrices. A switch matrix multiplexer and the
corresponding configuration memory cells are illustrated in
Figure 3. That multiplexer is configured by seven configuration
bits m1 to m7 that are divided into two disjoint groups gc and
gr. The three configuration bits in group gc select a particular
column, while the four configuration bits in group gr select a
row to connect exactly one column input to the output. Not
shown in the figure is a level restorer that keeps the output on
a logic ’1’-level, if no input is connected.

The two groups gc and gr can be automatically extracted
from the different encodings for the multiplexers with the
help of graph algorithms. For the following, let us assume a
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Fig. 4. a) Configuration bit graph for the switch matrix multiplexer example
in Figure 3. b) corresponding inverted configuration bit graph that contains two
cliques denoting the configuration bit groups for controlling the multiplexer. c)
Configuration bit graph for the switch matrix multiplexer example in Figure 3
assuming that the upper right input is not used. d) corresponding inverted
configuration bit graph with additional third clique.

multiplexer with n inputs that is controlled by m configuration
bits. For each configuration bit mi a node mi is inserted into
an undirected configuration bit graph. Two different nodes mj

and mk are adjacent if and only if both configuration bits mj

and mk are equal to one in one of the 2-hot codes. In other
words, an edge in the configuration bit graph corresponds to
one particular multiplexer setting. Note that a configuration bit
graph for 2-hot codes is always bipartite with two independent
sets of nodes gc and gr.

Let |gc| and |gr| be the number of elements in gc and gr.
If and only if |gc| · |gr| = n, the configuration bit graph is
a complete bipartite graph whose inverted graph contains two
cliques representing gc and gr. See Figure 4 a) and b) for
a complete bipartite configuration bit graph and its inverted
graph with two cliques gc and gr.

In case |gc| · |gr| > n, then |gc| · |gr| − n possible inputs
remain unused. In this case, additional cliques will be found in
the inverted configuration bit graph. However, these additional
cliques do not correspond to new configuration bit groups, as
the additional cliques contain only nodes that belong also to
other cliques, which can be easily identified. An incomplete
configuration bit graph and the corresponding inverted graph
containing an additional third clique is depicted in Figure 4 c)
and d).

The here presented algorithm also works for 3-hot codes
which are widely used in the encoding of switch matrix mul-
tiplexers on Spartan-3 devices. Here, the algorithm commonly
detects three cliques which refer to the configuration bit groups
gc, gr1 and gr2. Let us take the switch matrix encoding in
Table I of a Spartan double line as a reference. Then, the corre-
sponding configuration bit graph and the inverted configuration
bit graph can be derived as illustrated in Figure 5. As can be

input mux configuration bits
(XDL name) index m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m5 m6

NetS6MID5 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
NetN2MID5 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
NetE6END5 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
NetE2END5 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
NetS2MID5 5 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
NetS2END7 6 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
NetW6END5 7 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
NetN6MID5 8 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1

NetX1 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
NetN2END4 10 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

NetY3 11 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
NetN6END5 12 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
NetS6END6 13 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
NetE2END7 14 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF THE BITSTREAM ENCODING OF A DOUBLE LINE WITHIN A

SPARTAN-3 SWITCH MATRIX. EACH ROW DENOTES A PARTICULAR

MULTIPLEXER ENCODING THAT IS SET BY {m1, . . . , m6}.
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Fig. 5. a) Configuration bit graph for the 3-hot switch matrix multiplexer
encoding in Table I. b) corresponding inverted configuration bit graph that
contains three cliques denoting the three configuration bit groups for the
multiplexer (a stand alone node does not match the formal definition of a
clique in graph theory, but is anyhow here considered as a clique.).

seen, there exist three cliques (and consequently three config-
uration bit groups), where two cliques contain only one bit.
This indicates the use of inverters inside the FPGA to decode
these two cliques into the required 1-hot encodings for the
two configuration groups. The inverted configuration bit graph
can be directly translated into a corresponding multiplexer
circuit that is depicted in Figure 6. When considering the
inverted values of the configuration bits m5 and m6, then this
results in the two internal configuration bit groups {m5, m5}
and {m6, m6} that are each 1-hot encoded. Note that simple
inverters have been found as the only used variant to decode
the state of configuration SRAM-cells into control signals for
switch matrix pass transistors on Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGAs.

In this section, we have summarized properties of the
configuration bitstream encoding and how this properties can
be identified using configuration bit graphs.

IV. SHORT-CIRCUITS CAUSED BY RECONFIGURATION

In this section, we reveal how short-circuits may occur by
writing new configuration data to the FPGA. Short-circuits
may harm the signal integrity in other parts of the FPGA
by voltage drops or may cause increased power consumption
for the overall device as outlined in Section V. This might
lead to unexpected behavior which is extremely difficult to

598598598
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Fig. 6. Physical implementation of the 14 input switch matrix multiplexer
denoted in Table I. The highlighted input is connected to the output. Ex-
ceptionally, here gr1 and gr2 are not formal 1-hot codes but only from the
decoding point of view. The depicted multiplexer implements the coding in
Table I. The two struck out inputs are unused, as there are no encodings with
{m1 = 1, m5 = 0,m6 = 0} or {m1 = 1, m5 = 0,m6 = 1}.

debug. Therefore, short-circuits should be prevented. Short-
circuits can be classified into three groups according to their
duration:

1) Long-term short-circuits can occur any time during oper-
ation of a module and may result from single event upsets
or corrupted configuration data.

2) Medium-term short-circuits can happen when overwriting
one configuration with another one without an interme-
diate clear step

3) Short-term short-circuits are current spikes in a time
range below a nanosecond.

The following three subsections discuss these groups in more
detail.

A. Long-Term Short-Circuits

There are two possible reasons that may result in a short-
circuit when configuring a switch matrix multiplexer: 1) at
least two hots in gc or 2) at least one hot gc and at least two
bits hot in gr. If one of these conditions holds, two multiplexer
inputs are connected to the output at the same time. If both of
the inputs drive the same logical value, no short-circuit will be
caused. Only if the two inputs drive different values, a short-
circuit will occur as depicted in Figure 7. In case of a 1-hot
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Fig. 7. A multiplexer with an invalid 2-hot code in group gc that causes a
short-circuit as the two selected inputs drive each a different value.

code in group gc and a 2-hot code in group gr a short-circuit
may occur as well.

Let us start with the assumption that the probability for an
input to drive a logical one is p, while the probability to drive a
logical zero is 1−p (unused inputs will always drive a logical
one and we can hence assume a higher probability for an input
to drive a logical one instead of driving a logical zero). Let us
also assume that the values driven by the different inputs are
statistically independent. In the event of a k-hot group gc and
a l-hot code in group gr, then k ·l inputs of the multiplexer are
connected to the output. No short-circuit will occur, if all the
connected inputs drive the same value. The probability pnsc
that all inputs drive the same value, either a logical one or a
logical zero, and thus no short-circuit occurs is given in the
following equation:

pnsc = pk·l
︸︷︷︸

only logical ones

+ (1− p)k·l
︸ ︷︷ ︸

only logical zeros

. (1)

If k = l = 1, exactly one input is connected to the output,
hence the probability pnsc is equal to one. If not all inputs
drive the same value and k · l > 1, a short-circuit occurs
with the probability psc = 1 − pnsc. Short-circuits caused by
erroneous configuration data will persist during runtime and
are therefore classified as long-term short-circuits.

B. Medium-Term Short-Circuits

Figure 8 reveals how a medium-term short-circuit is caused
by overwriting a configuration c1 with c2. An existing con-
figuration c1 in the configuration memory can be directly
overwritten with a new configuration c2. As mentioned above,
overwriting the existing configuration c1 occurs frame wise.
Let us assume between the two configurations c1 and c2 the
input connected to any given output o changes. Then, the 1-
hot codes for group gc or group gr for the given output o also
change.

Let us assume that without loss of generality only the 1-
hot code in group gc changes, while all bits in group gr
remain unchanged. Let configuration bit mj be set in c1 and
configuration bit mi be set in c2, with mi,mj ∈ gc. Further,
we assume that configuration bit mi resides in a frame f while
mj resides in frame g and that frame f will be written before

frame g. Writing frame f of configuration c2 to configuration
memory while configuration c1 is still active results in a 2-hot
code in group gc, as now configuration bit mi is set to one
while configuration bit mj is also set to one. That may cause a
short-circuit as mentioned above. The 2-hot code remains until
by writing frame g the configuration bit mj of configuration
c1 is set back to zero.

Short-circuits that remain active between writing two or
more different frames to configuration memory are classified
as medium-term short-circuits. Note that the order in which
frames are written to configuration memory is arbitrary. Hence,
an inappropriate frame order may increase the expected dura-
tion of medium-term short-circuits. But note that reordering
the frame order during configuration for omitting a short-
circuit in one multiplexer may cause a short-circuit in another
multiplexer that is also configured by frame f and g.

C. Short-Term Short-Circuits

In the above example mi and mj reside in two different
frames f and g. Now let us assume that configuration bit mi

and mj reside in the same frame f both in configuration c1

599599599



a) Two configurations     b) t1: Config. c1 is active 

c) t2: Writing frame f
of configuration c2

Config. c1 Config. c2
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of configuration c2
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Fig. 8. a) Configuration c1 and c2 differ both in configuration bit mi and
mj , with mi,mj ∈ gc. b) At t1 configuration c1 is active. c) At t2, frame
f of c1 is overwritten with frame f of c2. The resulting 2-hot code in gc
may cause a short-circuit. d) The short-circuit remains active until frame g of
configuration c2 is written to configuration memory at t3.

and c2. Although within one clock cycle a complete frame is
written from a frame buffer register to configuration memory,
not all bits of configuration memory will be written at exactly
the same time. Let t1 be the time when configuration bit mi

and the time t2 when configuration bit mj is written from the
frame buffer register to configuration memory. If t1 < t2 for
the time period δ = t2−t1 a 2-hot in gc code can cause a short-
circuit. As δ is expected to be very low, these short-circuits are
classified as short-term short-circuits. Note that short-term and
medium-term short-circuits may even occur when overwriting
an existing configuration with a configuration that has a correct
checksum and passed the design rule check by vendor tools.

V. IMPACT OF SHORT-CIRCUITS ON POWER

CONSUMPTION

For determining the impact of partial reconfiguration on the
power consumption, a test system has been implemented using
the XUPV2P board from Digilent. A 100mΩ shunt resistor
was used to measure the supply current to the board. For the
XC2VP30 FPGA of that board, a system was implemented
using ReCoBus-Builder [7] that provides a reconfigurable area
and a separated static region that contains the interface logic
for the reconfigurable modules. Figure 9 reveals two traces that
have been captured when writing the partial configuration of a
video module to the device. One trace illustrates the situation
when the module is written on a blanked region within the
reconfigurable area while the other trace depicts the case when
the video module is overwriting another module that is already
located at the target position of the video module. The height
of the reconfigurable area and the partial module was 67% of
the total height of the FPGA (in terms of CLBs). Note that the
reconfigurable area was connected to a separate clock net that
was switched off during reconfiguration. Despite the fact that
the two traces are not only resulting from the reconfiguration
process alone but on the total power consumption of the board,
a material increase in the power consumption can be identified
when not configuring on a blanked reconfigurable area.
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Fig. 9. Overwriting an existing module configuration with a new module
(configuration overwriting) causes short-term and medium-term short-circuits
that result in increased current consumption as compared to configuring a
blanked region (writing on blanked area).

Fig. 10. Short-circuit test macro for the highlighted LUT input multiplexer
(©) within the center CLB. The macro allows to set all inputs of the target
multiplexer to tunable states while additionally allowing to sense changes to
this state by placing dedicated paths that contain one target input each.

For further investigating the impact of a short-circuit on the
power consumption, dedicated test designs have been imple-
mented using Xilinx low level tools. This allows in particular
to control the directed usage of FPGA resources which is
not possible when using a conventional HDL flow. Figure 10
depicts a macro in the FPGA editor that was used to test the
impact of short-circuits in look-up table input multiplexers
The current increase depends not only on invalidating the
configuration bitstream, but also on the state of the inputs
that are connected to the switch multiplexers. This state was
manually determined for each particular examined resource.
The results are summarized in Table II. The maximum extra
(static) current that could be drawn via a single switch matrix
multiplexer was 7.9 mA. This value is by far beyond normal
operation conditions if we have to consider that one CLB
has eight LUTs with four input multiplexers each and that
(depending on the device) an FPGA may posses thousands
of CLBs. Consequently, somebody might think to provide
an FPGA virus as a partial module that may draw multiple
amperes and that might potentially permanently damage the
device.

VI. PREVENTING SHORT-CIRCUITS

Medium-term and short-term short-circuits can only occur
when an existing configuration in the configuration memory

600600600



resource # conf. bits # Mux inputs extra current
LUT input 8 24 7.9 mA
Double line 6 14 2.3 mA
Clock input 10 24 2.5 mA

TABLE II
MAXIMUM CURRENT INCREASE FOUND ON A SPARTAN-3 FPGA WHEN

INVALIDATING A SINGLE SWITCH MATRIX MULTIPLEXER.

is overwritten, e.g. when a new module shall be configured
to a module slot that contains a module already. In order to
prevent short-circuits, before configuring the new module, the
user has to configure the module slot such that it only contains
the communication infrastructure that connects the module
with the static part but not any other logic or routing. This
configuration scheme can be enforced by a configuration driver
that rejects write accesses to any unblanked configuration
memory region.

Partially reconfigurable systems based on the ReCoBus
communication infrastructure can be designed for open system
use, so that third party developers provide a module as a
bitstream that the user can link into the already existing
system [7]. These third party modules could (intentionally,
in case of a virus) cause long-term short-circuits. This can be
detected as described in the following.

A. A bitstream scanner for detecting possible short-circuits

Currently, the ReCoBus-Builder tool chain provides a soft-
ware implementation of a bitstream scanner that can detect
long-term short-circuits. This is possible by testing for each
switch matrix multiplexer if the corresponding configuration
is valid or not. In addition, the bitstream scanner can verify if
the third party module contains the required ReCoBus com-
munication infrastructure. Note that it is impossible to prevent
short-term and medium-term short-circuits at synthesis, as the
later context of the bitstream in the partial system is unknown.

A hardware implementation of the bitstream scanner would
have to keep track for both groups gr and gc of all multiplexers
if within a group there is a hot bit already. If an erroneous
frame contains a second hot bit for any group, the bitstream
scanner would rejected the frame. Note that scanning for short
circuits in 3-hot coded multiplexers like the one depicted in
Figure 5, the scanner has only to keep track whether in group
gc there is more than one bit set. This would significantly
reduce the hardware overhead.

Note that configuration data can also be changed by single
event upsets, both in the configuration memory and in an off-
chip memory that is used for storing configuration data. In
the second case, a bitstream scanner could detect erroneous
configuration data. In both cases, checksum self-test of con-
figuration data would not help to prevent short-circuits as the
CRC violation is only detected after writing the configuration.
Note that it is trivial to manipulate a configuration bitstream
that will still pass the built-in CRC check, hence CRC checks
can not detect viruses.

Short-circuits in FPGAs can also be used to attack a system.
Three levels of system attacks are given in [1]: While Level 0
attacks use short-circuits to produce instability, Level 1 attacks
violate a bus protocols and Level 2 obey the bus protocol and
use valid bus transactions to trigger harmful system tasks. The

classification of short-circuits according to their duration in
this paper stands orthogonal to Level 0 attacks in [1]. Note
that our bitstream scanner can be used to prevent Level 0
attacks. However Level, 1 and Level 2 attacks can only be
detected by source code analysis or by simulation.

To force the placer and the router to implement a module
in a given area, Xilinx provides so called area constraints.
However, the area constraints in current Xilinx releases contain
a limitation. While the placer obeys the area constraints, the
router will violate the area constraints as the logic utilization
grows (this even holds when using the Xilinx PR-Patch [10]).
Routing paths from neighboring module slots that cross the
module boundary complicate blanking a module slot, as theses
routing paths may not be interrupted during blanking. Blocker
macros that are part of the ReCoBus-Builder tool chain prevent
routing violation and therefore facilitate blanking a module
slot.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we showed how short-circuits can be caused
by configuration at runtime. Short-circuits can be classified
according to their duration and lead to and increased current
consumption. However, the ReCoBus-Builder tool chain offers
a software implementation of a bitstream scanner, that detects
short-circuits. In future work, we will present a hardware
implementation of a bitstream scanner and examine short-
circuits on newer FPGAs.
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